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Message From the President

In the last ten years, so much has changed in our professional world that it is not difficult to fathom something phenomenal is happening almost on daily basis. This phase of rapid evolution provides us with endless opportunities to learn, experience and share.

In just about 30 years, surgical oncology has moved on from a relatively ‘new’ speciality to the place to be!! The next level of specialisation, which is organ or system based, has arrived. Information, tools and techniques are flowing in at such a fast pace today that even to master a small area of defined work, one needs to be really dedicated and work as a team. In such an environment, I am sometimes confronted with basic questions like, What is surgical Oncology & Who is a surgical oncologist?

The simple answer would be ‘Surgical oncology is the treatment of malignant tumours by surgical techniques’. By this definition, every surgeon is a surgical oncologist, and this is where the complexity begins.

In its purest form, I would say any surgeon, who is trained and committed to handle modern cancer surgery, as part of a team consisting of pathologist, radiologist, medical oncology, radiation oncologist, molecular oncologist, preventive and palliative care providers etc., and is dedicated to this 100% of her/his professional time, would qualify. This person could be treating tumours from head to toe or may be focussed on a particular system / organ etc. depending on the place and institution he is working for. Whether this person is an MCh in surgical oncology, Gyne onco, Head and Neck onco, GI, Thoracic, Endocrine, Urology, Plastic & reconstructive surgery, or somebody who has done fellowship for an year or two at
a comprehensive centre does not matter. It is essential that the individual is committed to progressive practice of surgical oncology in his/her area of work and committed to that alone.

I do realise that this is neither the end nor the beginning of a debate! The whole idea is to bring the elephant in the room to the centre of discussion and create an inclusive model. There are only two questions on my mind: Is the person adequately trained to handle his work and is committed to oncology work only, and whether his identity is part of the oncology team with its full paraphernalia. If the answers to these two questions are in the affirmative, then we are ready to serve our society in the best possible way.

As VS Naipaul said, ‘India is a land of million mutinies, where several centuries coexist.’ Our challenges are unique, and therefore we would have a definition depending on available infrastructure and trained manpower which is willing to work as a team for the larger good.

For us at the Indian Association of Surgical Oncology (IASO), the work is cut out. We have to work every day to ensure that all available knowledge is used to deliver the best treatment for our countrymen. To make this possible, we need to join hands and take questions and answers to and from the real frontiers. In this process we would contribute to the advancement of science as well. We must connect on each and every oncology platform like NCRP, NCG, NCCP etc. and use the power of the virtual world in true sense.

Dr Harit Kumar Chaturvedi

Chairman, Max Institute of Oncology,
President, Indian Association of Surgical Oncology
President, Oncology Forum
Past President, Indian Society of Oncology
Message From the Secretary

IASO has been a torch-bearer in promoting Surgical Oncology on all counts.

As the membership expands rapidly, the role and relevance of the organisation and the responsibility of its leaders also expands.

Recent visits to Brazil as faculty in Latin American Cancer Congress, to Russia as a part of Eurasian Colorectal Congress and to China as faculty in minimal access Lung Surgery have convinced me that Indian surgeons have the ability to lead the world if a platform for budding youngsters is developed. As individuals and as an organisation, we need to regroup all our resources to head in this direction.

It was a wonderful year of good academics and fellowship. I appreciate all the help, good wishes and blessings of seniors and the support of EC and all the members, thus far. Hope to achieve much more next year.

Dr. T. Subramanyeshwar Rao M.S(Gen), M.Ch(Surgical Oncology), FMAS
Secretary, IASO
Medical Director & Chief Surgical Oncologist
Basavatarkam Indo American Cancer Hospital
Road no.14, Banjara Hills
Hyderabad .500034
Telangana, INDIA
Email: subramanyesh@gmail.com
Phone: +919848038716
Message from the Editorial Secretary

Cancer surgery is at the crossroads in India. The concept of organ-based specialty is developing in a big way across the globe. But unfortunately in India, the majority of cancer surgeries are still being done by general surgeons. The country in general is miles and miles away from the ideal world of highly focused and organ-based approach in cancer surgery. Across the country, we have a good number of trained and qualified surgical oncologists who are serving cancer patients in a commendable way. The structured training programme they have undergone in our training hospitals are best by any world standards and long years of practice of surgical oncology contributed significantly to the curing potential by scalpel. What should be the immediate way ahead regarding organ-focused specialty? This is the question we should answer at the earliest. Not only should we have a strong vision, we should also convince other stakeholders about it. The new model should lay emphasis on basic training in surgical oncology with further expertise in narrower specializations, which may be primarily organ-based or organ system based. This goes hand in hand with our past president Dr. Vijayakumar’s vision of enriching the fraternity by attracting young talents to the specialty.

IASO members are the torchbearers of Cancer Surgery in India. Many of its senior members are real luminaries, who adorn and have adorned key positions in various agencies and bodies that make policies in cancer management in the country. They can fulfil the dream plan of IASO by bringing it to the threshold of execution by various governmental and non-governmental agencies involved in Cancer management.

Long live IASO. Jai Hind!

Dr. Chandramohan K. M.S, M.Ch (Surgical Oncology)
Additional Professor
Division of Surgical Oncology
Regional Cancer Centre, Medical College P.O.
Trivandrum, Kerala, India.
Email: drchandramohan@gmail.com
Phone: +919895774393
Report on IASO CME at BHU

The Department of Surgical Oncology, I.M.S., B.H.U., Varanasi, U.P. organized a CME under the aegis of the Indian Association of Surgical Oncology (IASO) jointly with the Varanasi Surgical Society on 26th and 27th February, 2016. Our Guest Faculty was a renowned Surgical Oncologist of India, Dr. Sanjay Sharma, who has also served the IASO as its Secretary and President.

Dr. Sanjay Sharma was felicitated by the hon’ble Director, I.M.S., B.H.U. Prof. V.K. Shukla; Dean, Faculty of Modern Medicine, I.M.S., B.H.U., Prof. J.P. Ojha; President Varanasi Surgical Society, Prof. Rahul Khanna and Founder Head Surgical Oncology, Past President IASO and Distinguished Professor, B.H.U., Prof. H.S. Shukla.

Dr. Sanjay Sharma presented a Guest Lecture titled “Management of Cancer Esophagus: Current Status” on 26th February, followed by an intense interactive session. On 27th February, Dr. Sharma performed a 3-field esophagectomy with gastric pull up on a patient with squamous cell carcinoma of the esophagus in the Surgical Oncology operation theatre, I.M.S., B.H.U., Varanasi. This operation was telecast live to the audience and there was good interaction between the audience and Dr. Sharma. The operation was successfully completed and patient recovered well without any complications. Dr. Sharma also presented and discussed at length master videos on D2 dissection in Cancer Stomach and resection of GEJ Type II cancer by thoracoabdominal approach.

This CME cum Workshop was very much appreciated by one and all, and received coverage in newspapers. This CME was organized as a part of the centenary celebrations of the B.H.U. and to commemorate creation of 4 sub-divisions of the Department of Surgical Oncology, I.M.S., B.H.U.

Dr. Mallika Tewari
MBBS, MS (Hons & Gold Medallist), MCh (Surgical Oncology), MRCSEd, USMLE
Executive Member, Indian Association of Surgical Oncology (IASO)
Report of PG Mock Examination by IASO, Delhi

The first DNB Mock exam cum master class under aegis of IASO was conducted at City Saket Hospital, Delhi on 28 February from 0900 hours to 1800 hrs. A total of 24 candidates, DNB/MCh students, participated in the event.

The pattern followed was case capsule presentation followed by discussion. A total of 12 cases capsules based on real life patients were prepared by the faculty. These capsules were presented by the examinees who were encouraged to ask for relevant history and points in clinical examination. This was followed by a mock viva on pattern of MCh/DNB examination. After completion of discussion in each capsule, the faculty gave a brief summary of actual management of said patients. A total of 16 examiners participated as faculty. Apart from surgical oncologists, the faculty included GI surgeons, head and neck surgeons, gynaec oncologist, medical and radiation oncologists. In this way, the candidates were given a holistic perspective of case management.

At the end, the examinees were asked to submit a feedback form. The response was overwhelmingly positive. The event concluded by a presentation by Dr Ashutosh Chauhan, Executive Council member, on the IASO, its aims and objectives, and its activities. The candidates were encouraged to apply for membership of IASO.
Report on Mid Term conference 2015

The midterm conference of IASO for 2015 was organized by Bhopal Oncology Society in collaboration with AIIMS, Bhopal, and Navodaya Cancer Hospital, on 21\textsuperscript{st} and 22\textsuperscript{nd} March at AIIMS, Bhopal.

The conference theme was ‘Basics to Excellence’, and as per theme, lectures and panel discussions were organized, covering the basic issues in oncology to advanced management and genetics. The major emphasis was on panel discussion to address the local issues and Indian conditions without compromising the quality of treatment.

Four keynote addresses were delivered by very eminent faculties – Dr E. Hemanthraj, Dr MC Misra, Dr Rajiv Sareen and Dr Sanddep Kumar. Dr Hemanthraj’s address was on the perspective of Surgical Oncology and Dr Misra spoke about laparoscopy in Surgical Oncology. Dr Sareen emphasized the role of genetic counselling and presented his data on Indian cancer family. Dr Sandeep Kumar’s talk was on system biology and reductionist approach to solve the current problems.

Two international faculty members also participated in the event - Dr Saraswati Sukumar and Dr Asutosh Kothari. Dr Sukumar spoke about diagnoses of breast cancer in serum markers. Dr Kothari described the recent concepts in breast oncoplasty.

There were 12 lectures and 12 panels discussion in the one and a half days program, covering Head and Neck, Breast, GI, Urology and Gynaec cancers. Fifteen masters’ videos were also shown by faculties for different surgical procedures.

There were 30 entries for E-Posters presentation by faculties, residents and PGs, and prizes were distributed for the best four posters.

The conference was attended by more than 350 people, including 45 national eminent faculties. Dr Ashok Mehta and Dr DD Patel, the Chief Guest and Guest of Honour respectively, were felicitated in the inaugural function by Bhopal Oncology Society for their contribution to the field of Oncology.

The inaugural function was followed by cultural events and banquet.

\textbf{Dr Atul Samaiya}  
Organizing Secretary.
Report on NATCON IASO 2015

The 29th Annual National Conference of Indian Association of Surgical Oncology was held at Hotel Swosti Premium in the Temple city of Bhubaneswar, Odisha from 17th to 20th Sept. 2015. It was hosted by A. H. Regional Cancer Centre Cuttack in collaboration with Panda Curie Cancer Hospital. All the Oncologists of Odisha joined in to make the conference a successful one. The Organizing Chairman was Dr. Krupasindhu Panda and Organizing Secretary Dr. Padmalaya Devi.

A preconference video CME was held on the 17th September in which exclusive videos were presented by eminent Oncologists. It was well attended by a large number of post graduates and faculty from all over the country. The video CME was a great success with active participation from the floor. There were interesting videos and discussions covering topics on head & neck, breast, thoracic, hepatobiliary, colorectal, uro-gynae and musculo-skeletal. An added attraction was a hands-on training on endosurgery which was held for the first time in the history of IASO.

The conference had about 450 registered delegates from all over the country and abroad. Eminent Oncologists from premium cancer institutes and foreign faculty, like Donald Weaver and Edson Pontis from Detroit, Chandrakant Are made us proud.

The conference was inaugurated by Hon’ble Chief Minister Shri Naveen Patnaik along with the Hon’ble Health Minister and Health Secretary. In his inaugural speech, the Chief Minister appreciated the presence of such eminent guests in our state whose views and ideas would go a long way in the better treatment of cancer patients in the state. The inauguration was followed by a rich cultural programme of various dances of Odisha like Odishi, Sambalpuri, Gotipua, Ghodanacha. The evening ended with a delicious dinner.

The academics of the conference lasted for two and a half days and comprised of a generous mix of orations, invited lectures, symposia, panel discussion, debates, case capsules, free papers and posters. In addition, there was a competitive video session for youngsters. Radhadevi oration was delivered by Dr. Rajaraman, past president of IASO who spoke on treatment strategies for locally advanced cancer of the cervix. Motibhai oration was delivered by Dr. Mayilvahanam Natrajan. R. S. Rao endowment lecture was delivered by Dr.
Anita Borges who spoke on ‘Why I am a surgical pathologist – reflections on 40 years in pathology’. Dr. S H Advani spoke on targeted therapy on breast cancer for the dinner symposium.

The evenings were full of entertainment with light music and dance followed by Banquet dinner. The delegates also found time to visit the famous temples of Bhubaneswar and Puri as well as collect souvenirs of handcrafts of Odisha.

2015 being the year of Nabakalabar of lord Jagannath and NATCON IASO 2015 at Bhubaneswar was an auspicious combination of science and culture where participation of many oncologists, exchange of ideas and experience in the field of cancer would go a long way in improving cancer care in the state of Odisha. Our heartfelt gratitude to all the participants whose presence made the conference the huge success that it was.

Dr. Padmalaya Devi,
Organizing Secretary.
Proceedings of IASO EC

The Executive Committee Meeting of IASO was held at Hotel Swosti Premium at 7pm on 18th September 2015. The meeting was attended by 24 members. The following were the proceedings:

- The President called the meeting to order.
- The Secretary read out the annual report.
- The Treasurer presented the account statements.
- The following issues were discussed regarding IASO accounts:

1. Consolidation of accounts of IASO
   The issue of consolidating multiple accounts (Main account Bank of Baroda in Varanasi, IJSO account in Bangalore and in Allahabad Bank, Lucknow (all FDS)) was discussed.
   Dr. Hemanth Raj suggested that the registered address of IASO Office should be where the auditor is located (Varanasi). This was seconded by Dr. Dhairyasheel Savant and Hon'ble president Dr. Vijayakumar M.

2. Auditing of conference accounts
   The question of who should audit the accounts of IASO meetings was put forward. Dr. Dhairyasheel suggested that the conference account should be audited by the local society hosting the meeting. Dr. Kannan supported that and also suggested that Organizing Secretary should form a local conference company and get a PAN card. Dr. Gopinath and Hon'ble President supported the suggestion. This was unanimously accepted.

3. Utilization of money saved by the Association
   Dr. Dhairyasheel suggested that the money saved after taxation should be utilized in such a way as to avoid further taxations. Dr. Ravikanth suggested getting professional advice from a certified financial planner and getting it approved by GB.
   The Hon'ble President suggested transferring fund from IASO account to IJSO account (Agenda 13) for running the journal and it was unanimously agreed upon.

4. IASO Fellowships
The issue of co-ordinating fellowships by various bodies was discussed. The Secretary was instructed to start corresponding with various foreign associations (BASO, SSO, ESSO) regarding the kind of fellowship participation with the bodies. Dr. Sanjeev Sharma will advise regarding necessary logistics. The IASO-SSO Partnership issue was discussed. The President and the Secretary said there is a steady progress in relationship between two bodies. Dr. Hemanth Raj raised the issue of signing MOU with SSO. The President agreed to discuss the issue with Dr. Chandrakanth Are soon.

5. Midcon IASO
Regarding Midcon 2013, as there were no bidders, Dr. K S Gopinath opined that we should associate with Asian Oncology Summit scheduled in early 2016.

6. IASO nomination for oration of ICC 2017
The President informed the EC that ICC has offered an additional oration for IASO, as per the new MOU. President, President Elect and Vice-President will decide the orator nominee and inform the Secretary within a month and the Secretary will announce it immediately.

7. Election of Office Bearers
The names of contestants for vacant posts of IASO EC were announced.

8. IASO Outreach Programme
The President reiterated that the IASO outreach programme, the discussion of which was initiated in last EC, has to be continued. This programme envisages reaching out to Medical Students in the country to make presentations about cancer care and Surgical Oncology as carrier option for them. EC unanimously supported this and entrusted Hon’ble President to proceed with the logistics and come forth with a final programme at the next EC.

9. Change of bylaws
In view of EC members not attending EC meetings, options were sought regarding improving attendance of EC meetings. Dr. Sanjeev Misra proposed that any EC member who is not attending two consecutive meeting should be removed from the post. It was agreed by the EC and the President is authorized to take necessary steps.

10. Speakers at NATCON
The issue of same persons participating in multiple events was raised by the members. One person should be participating in one (and in any case not more than two) programmes. The issue of non/under representation of regions/people in IASO NATCON was raised. The suggestion by Dr. Chandramohan to identify potential participants for scientific sessions with the help of EC members is approved. The EC members and other seniors from each area should identify the faculty and inform the secretary before a deadline. It is suggested that Secretary should communicate with EC members and senior members before finalizing the speakers.
Minutes of GBM during NATCON

IASO GBM was held at Hotel Swosti Premium in Bhubaneshwar on 19th September 2015 at 6.30 p.m.

1. The President called the meeting to order.
2. Election of Office bearers was conducted by Dr. Harit Chathurvedi, the returning officer and the president-elect.
3. Dr. V Seenu (North Zone), Dr. Sharad Desai (West Zone), and Dr. Madhabananda Kar (East Zone) were declared elected to EC without opposition.
4. Election was conducted for remaining positions in EC. For South Zone, Dr S. P. Somasekhar and Dr A. S. Ramakrishnan competed, as the third nominee Dr. Sandeep Nayak withdrew his nomination. For the post of Vice President, Dr. Manoj Pandey and Dr. Sanjay Kapoor competed.
5. The Secretary read out activity report and it was accepted by GB.
6. Issue of consolidation of various accounts of IASO was discussed by GB and was approved.
7. The Treasurer presented the statement of accounts and it was approved.
8. The Organizing Secretaries of ICC Delhi 2013, NATCON IASO 2015, NATCON IASO 2012, Midterm Meeting in Kolkata and Midterm Meeting in Bhopal handed over contributions to IASO from savings of the respective meeting.
9. Problems of various IASO Fellowships were discussed and following decisions were made:

**BASO fellowship**
Hon’ble President requested Prof. DD Patel to discuss with BASO during the meeting he is going to attend soon. Prof. DD Patel agreed. Dr. Ravikant suggested that young members should be motivated to present in BASO meetings. President agreed to discuss this after receiving a written suggestion.

**Detroit Fellowship**
GB authorized Secretary to discuss with Detroit Group regarding sorting out hurdles and various logistic issues in running the programme.

**SSO Fellowship**
Secretary congratulated Dr. Chandrakant Are for successful training of Dr. Raj Kumar who was selected last time for the fellowship.

10. There were a few complaints from some delegates about speakers participating in many programmes. The President conveyed the EC’s decision to allow one speaker to participate only in one programme (and maximum two).

11. The Organizing secretary of NATCON 2016 presented proposed plan of Jodhpur Meeting. It was approved by GB. Dr Sanjay Sharma suggested starting the meeting by afternoon considering poor connectivity of city with other places. The President entrusted scientific committee do decide on this.

12. Venue of MIDCON 2016

Prof. Gopinath suggested combining midterm meeting with Asian Oncology Summit in Bengaluru, since there are no bidders for the former. It was accepted by GB.

13. Website

Secretary explained the decision to entrust responsibility of website to the same service providers since they have agreed to give better service. It was approved.

14. The GB allowed the corpus funds from fixed deposit to be transferred to IJSO Account for running the Journal.

15. IASO Outreach Programme

Hon’ble President narrated his project of outreaching to medical colleges to promote specialty of surgical oncology and invited suggestions from GB. Dr. Arun Chaturvedi suggested that we should emulate a similar programme by Indian Association of Paediatrics. Dr. Kannan also reiterated the importance of such programme and suggested IASO should form a structured programme. The decision of EC to entrust Hon’ble President to come back with a structured programme to next EC was approved by GB.

16. Dr. Gopinath suggested that the Association and all prominent members holding various governmental posts should write about the incorporation of surgical oncology in MCI Curriculum and acceptance of DNB Surgical Oncology as equivalent of MCh by the MCI. The GB entrusted the President to take up the issue.

17. Dr. Subhas suggested that the election of office bearers should be done by electronic mail voting like ASI meeting. GB discussed the issue and decided to go with the present plan.
18. Election results of office bearers were announced.
   Dr. Sanjay Kapoor was elected as Vice President and Dr. Somasekhar was elected as EC member from South Zone.
19. The meeting was adjourned by the President.
Report on IASO section in ASICON

Proceedings of EC meeting of IASO at ASICON 2015

Date: 19 December 2015
Venue: Faculty Lounge, ASICON Venue
Time: 5pm-6pm
Chair: Dr. M Vijayakumar, Honorary President
Attendees: Dr. Subramanveshwar Rao (Hon’ble Secretary), Dr. Harit Chathurvedi, Dr. BKC Mohanprasad, Dr. Gopinath KS, Dr. Ashuthosh Chauhan, Dr. Sharad Desai, Dr. Chandramohan K, Dr. Somasekhar SP, Dr. Sadasivam, Dr. Satish Rao

- President called the meeting to order.
- Minutes of the previous meeting were approved by EC.
- Dr. Subramanveshwar Rao, honorary Secretary, presented the activity report of last year, which was approved by EC.
- Collaboration with International Surgical Societies
  - Existing International Collaborations
    The issue of non-response from Detroit group regarding fellowship was discussed. Dr. Subramanveshwar Rao suggested stopping Detroit fellowship in future, until the already selected candidates are taken care of and EC approved it. Similar thing applies to BASO Fellowship also.
  - New International Collaborations
    Dr. Subramanveshwar Rao emphasized the need for establishing tie-ups with Brazilian Society of Surgical Oncology and Latin American society of Surgical Oncology, the meetings of which the Honorary President and Secretary attended last year. Dr. Gopinath stressed the need for connecting to more societies abroad. Dr. Harit Chathurvedi pointed out need of a coordinator for collaborating with other surgical societies. Dr. Gopinath suggested Dr. Chandramohan K as coordinator and EC approved.
- Support for presenting in International meetings
  IASO has selected seven posters for SSO meeting, which will be partially supported by IASO and the amount money temporarily fixed as USD 500. It is also suggested to facilitate IASO best papers to be presented as poster in SSO meetings happening in
future. It is decided to request to GB to allow for extending similar support to other international meetings as well.

- **Report of NATCON 2015**
  The report of NATCON IASO 2015 will be presented in next EC meeting, as the organizers are yet to submit it.

- **Finalizing the scientific program of NATCON 2016**
  The scientific agenda of NATCON 2016 was not finalized because the Organizing secretary could not attend EC meeting. However the Hon’ble Secretary is requested by EC to finalize the programme in consultation with the Organizing Team. The following points were suggested by EC: Dr. Asok Saha will deliver the PB Desai Oration. Dr. Manjeet Sing will also be attending the meeting and will be invited to deliver a lecture. NC Misra and Motibhai Oration will be decided by Hon’ Secretary in consultation with the organizing committee. Suggestion for PG case presentations to be done at NATCON 16 is approved by the EC and the logistics were entrusted to Dr.Harit Chaturvedi. Dr. Vijayakumar thanked Dr. Gopinath for arranging a speaker for PB Desai Oration.

- **IASO Sessions at ASICON**
  The issue of poor attendance at IASO sessional meetings was discussed. Dr.Gopinath suggested organizing combined meetings (like debates) with other Associations. Dr.Vijayakumar suggested that we should bring simple and interesting topics aimed at general surgeons. Dr.Harit Chathurvedi suggested that we should promote more video presentations of common cancer surgeries, which may be more appealing to general surgeons. It was decided by EC to start a kiosk near the registration desk with streaming videos, short quizzes with small prizes and facility to take membership of IASO.

- **Midterm meeting**
  Midterm meeting will be combined with ACOS meeting.

- **ICC Bangalore 2017**
  Dr. Gopinath informed that one out of six Nobel laureates will be invited to deliver oration in the IASO session of ICC 2017.

- **HIPEC July Meeting in Washington DC**
  If there is a good representation from IASO, they will consider supporting the delegates by waiving off registration fee. Secretary will be doing necessary logistics towards this.
• Website
The issue of lack of support by existing website providers was discussed and it is decided to terminate the services of Mr. Titus from Lucknow. Dr. Harit Chathurvedi is entrusted with the job of finding new web manager for maintaining the website.

• IJSO
IJSO report has been sent to Dr. Subramanyeshwar Rao. Regarding transfer of funds from IASO, the cheque will be sent to Dr. Gopinath by Dr. Toprani soon. The springer will permit online access to their journal to IASO members. Dr. Harit Chathurvedi will arrange the logistics of granting access to IASO members, preferably through IASO web site.

• Speakers for NATCON IASO
Hon’ Secretary of IASO will write to all EC members regarding suggestion for faculty from their respective regions before finalizing the scientific agenda.

• IASO outreach programme
Dr. Vijayakumar M sought authorization of EC for starting the programme and EC approved and entrusted him to come forth with a proposal soon.

• Young Surgical Oncologist Programme
Incoming president Dr. Harit Chathurvedi reiterated his vision of bringing a new tier of leaders to IASO. It was discussed and approved by EC to have one young member elected from each zones in addition to the existing EC members. It is also decided that the president and secretary can nominate one member each of their choice for helping them. The nominated members cannot attend EC and won’t have any voting rights in EC.

• The Outgoing president thanked the secretary and EC for the support and handed over the presidential collar to incoming president Dr. Harit Chathurvedi.

• The meeting was adjourned.
Report on SSO 2016

I had the privilege and pleasure of representing and attending SSO 2016 at Boston with President Dr. Harit Chaturvedi. The meeting was attended by 1800 registered delegates and was very well organised with a well-planned scientific program and excellent faculty. The scientific topics mainly covered Breast, GI / Colorectal, HPB, STS, Lung, Melanoma, etc.

There were six young Oncosurgeons from IASO who presented their posters during the meeting that were well appreciated. These young surgeons also learnt a lot by attending a meeting of this stature & interacting with the august faculty. Dr. Harit and I also attended a meeting with the leadership of SSO & we had a very positive discussion and outcome. SSO leadership is very enthusiastic for having closer ties with IASO which would be beneficial for young members in particular by getting an access to their Journal & having more opportunities for visiting centers of excellence in USA.

The Indian delegation was received very warmly by SSO leaders and we were promised by the President-elect that he would certainly attend our NATCON IASO 2016 along with the Past President who couldn’t attend because of his health issues at that time.

We also attended the President’s Reception & Dinner in the evening and had the pleasure of meeting old colleagues and made new friends.

We must acknowledge and appreciate Dr. Chandra Are’s efforts to bring SSO and IASO closer.

Dr. Rajendra Toprani M.S., M.Ch.
Senior Consultant, Head & Neck Surgical Oncologist,
Director, Department of Surgical Oncology
Director, Aastha Oncology Associates,
Director, HCG Cancer Center,
Ahmedabad
IJSO Annual Report 2016

After we met at Bhubaneshwar, we changed the editorial board and created sectional editor, national and international advisory committee to take the Journal forward.

Last year we have received 215 (Two Hundred fifteen) subscriptions, increasing the total by more than 15 %.

The processes of creation of corps fund established from publication perspective Vol.6 Issue 4 is on Breast cancer dedicated to Dr.A.P.Majumdar, Founder member and Past president of IASO. The tribute was presented by Dr. Anil Poddar.

Vol.7 Issue 1 guest editorial was by Joint editor Prof. Sanjeev Misra, on “Problem of Gallbladder cancer in India”.

Vol.7 Issue 2 Peritonial surface malignancies: guest editorial by Prof. Sugarbaker and Guest editors Dr.Aditi Bhatt and Dr.Zaveri.


I thank all the authors and reviewers on behalf of the Editorial Board.

Attention.

All those interested to be the reviewers, please send communication to gopiijs@gmail.com with small CV and area of interest.

Thanks,

Dr. K. S. Gopinath

Chairman/ Editor IJSO
IJSO Editorial Board Members 2015 - 2016
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IASO BYE-LAWS

IASO has been registered under society of registration at Varanasi (UP) in the year 2004-5 bearing registration number 627. The income tax PAN number is AAAT14187N issued on 27th August 2004 and TAN number ALDI00544F, issued on 27 September 2011.

The bye-laws of the IASO have been adopted at one of the general body meetings held in December 1997, Mumbai and amended time to time.

These bye-laws supersede all previous bye-laws of the IASO

Schedule -I.

1. In these bye-laws, unless there is anything repugnant in the subject or context,
   a. IASO means “Indian Association of Surgical Oncology” – This will remain a section of the ASI.
   b. ASI means “Association of Surgeons of India”.
   c. Memorandum and Rules and Regulations mean “Memorandum of the Association and Rules and Regulations of the ASI” which came into force in 1985.

2. **Name:** The name of the Association is “Indian Association of Surgical Oncology: – A section of ASI.

3. **Address:** The office of IASO is the place from where the Secretary functions. The registered office for all financial documents is the office of the accountant of the IASO: Mr. Anurag Tiwari, 5B Kasturba nagar Varanasi UP 221010 (amended GBM Delhi 2013)

4. **Objectives:** IASO is formed as per guidelines set in schedule II of memorandum of ASI and was approved as a section in 1977. The objectives of IASO are same as stated in schedule III of memorandum of ASI. Further to that, IASO will encourage and advance the study and practice of the science and art of surgical oncology and allied organizations concerned with cancer problems.

5. **Membership**
   a. **Life Membership:** A life member should be a full life member of the parent body “The Association of Surgeons of India”. All persons, being surgeons with sufficient interest in cancer surgery/practicing cancer surgeons/completed an acceptable training in cancer surgery/ pursing research in Cancer surgery or related subject, are eligible for becoming life member. The life membership fee will be Rs. 5,000/- (amendment approved GBM NATCON 2011, Lucknow). Annual member of ASI will be Associate member of IASO converted to full member of IASO on becoming life member of ASI. The life membership of IASO will be counted the day the Associate member becomes life member of ASI. (Approved GBM Hyderabad 20 Sept 2008)
   b. **Associate Membership:** Those who are under training in cancer surgery or those who are interested in surgery but belong to other specialties, such as Radiology, Pathology, Biochemistry, Otorhinolaryngology and who may not be a member of the ASI. Subscription of membership will be as decided from time to time by the general body of the IASO. Generally all members will be inducted as life members.
   c. **Honorary Member:** An Internationally renowned Surgeon who has made an outstanding contribution to Surgical Oncology and who has shown keen and consistent interest in the development and growth of Surgical Oncology in India can be considered for Honorary Membership. Not more than two honorary members will be selected in a year, provided that the total number of such member will not exceed one – tenth of the total Full life Members at a time. (Approved GBM Ludhiana Sept 2007)
d. **Overseas Member**: A Surgical Oncologist practicing abroad, who is duly proposed and seconded by a ‘Member’, and after proper scrutiny of the proposal, is recommended by the Executive Council and approved by the General Body shall, on payment of the prescribed dues, be admitted as an Overseas Member for life.

**Rights & Privileges**: An Overseas Member shall be entitled to:

i. Participate in all activities of the IASO.

ii. Constitute the Business Meeting/General Body Meeting together with the other Members.

iii. Membership and privileges resulting from the affiliation of the IASO to various International bodies.

iv. However, an Overseas Member shall not be entitled for election to the Executive Committee.

v. Should an Overseas Member decide to settle in India, he on intimating to the IASO his intention to become a Life Member, and proof of his having become a resident Indian, will be admitted by the General Body to the “Life Membership” of the IASO without any further subscription. He on his return should be a life member of Association of Surgeons of India to be inducted as Full life Member of IASO. If he is not a full life member of ASI he will be inducted as Associate Member of IASO.

**Fees** – The induction fee will be US Dollars 300 for overseas member. *(Approved GBM Hyderabad 20 Sept 2008)*

6. **Termination of Membership**:
   a. If a member of IASO ceases to be a member of ASI, he/she will cease to be member of IASO.
   b. If a member fails to pay subscription by due date or resigns, he/she will cease to be a member of IASO.

7. **Year**: The year of the IASO will be same as of ASI – 1st January to 31st December.

8. **Management**:
   a. IASO will be managed by an Executive Committee consisting of following office bearers, members and ex-officio members:
      i. President elect
      ii. Vice President
      iii. Secretary
      iv. Treasurer *(approved gbm Delhi 2013)*
      v. Editorial Secretary
      vi. Associate Editor
      vii. Members

**Members**: Usually 8 members will constitute the executive committee. The executive committee will have a representative each from North, East, West and South zones (NEWS). The distribution of zones will be as follows:

- **North Zone** – Delhi, Haryana, Punjab, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, Chandigarh, Uttar Pradesh and Uttarakhand
- **East Zone** – Bihar, Jharkhand, Chattisgarh, Orissa, West Bengal, Assam and North Eastern states
- **West Zone** – Maharashtra, Gujarat, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh and Goa
- **South Zone** – Kerala, Karnataka, Tamilnadu, Andhra Pradesh, Pondicherry, Andaman & Nicobar and Lakshadeep.
  *(Approved GBM Ludhiana 22 Sept 2007)*

b. The member of the Executive committee will also help in organizing regional Continuing Medical Education programmes to promote the specialty of Surgical Oncology. They will also help the Secretary, IASO update of members list.
  *(Approved GBM Ludhiana 22 Sept 2007)*
c. Past Presidents may be invited to Executive Committee meetings. Immediate past secretary will be a co-opted member of the Executive committee (Amendment approved GBM Lucknow 2011).

d. Organizing Secretaries of both immediate past and future NATCON will be co-opted members of Executive Committee of IASO for the year beside the organizing secretary of the current meeting. Similarly organizing secretary of the IASO mid-term conference will also be co-opted member of Executive committee. (Approved GBM, Lucknow 2011)

e. Candidates who have put in a minimum 5 years full life membership of IASO till 31st March of the year of applying for the executive committee member are eligible to election to Executive Committee. (Approved GBM Hyderabad 20 Sept 2008)

f. The executive committee has the power to co-opt any member. The co-opted member will not have the same powers as elected members of the Executive Committee. The term served in the executive committee as co-opted member cannot be used /counted as Executive committee term for applying for other posts of the executive committee. (Approved GBM Hyderabad 20 Sept 2008)

g. Save and except President, President elect and Vice President the tenure of all office bearers and members will be for two years. (Approved Varanasi GBM 23 Sept 2006)

h. The President shall hold office for one year. President elect will be the President and Vice President will be President elect after expiry of his term unless he/she has resigned, indisposed or disqualified otherwise. (Approved GBM Varanasi GBM 23 Sept 2006)

9. **Election:**

a. Election of the vacant posts as notified by the Secretary of IASO will be conducted before the Annual General Body Meeting in a special session ‘Elections IASO’ to be held during the annual conference of IASO (NATCON IASO) every year.

b. Nomination for Vacant posts will be called by the Secretary in March / April of the year of election. They will also be advertised in the Newsletter- December issue of the preceding year. (Approved GBM Ludhiana 22 Sept 2007)

c. The last date for nomination being 30 August of the year of elections. The nominations are to be sent to the Secretary, IASO. If 30 August is a holiday the next working day will be the last date. (Approved GBM Ludhiana 22 Sept 2007)

d. No member will contest for more than one post at the same time. Every eligible member shall be proposed and seconded by two full members of IASO. One member can propose or second only one candidate. There should be a signed no objection certificate and consent from the candidate with the nomination. (Approved GBM Ludhiana 22 Sept 2007)

e. At the time of sending the nomination the candidate should send the following information – He should send a brief summary of his/her achievements (a brief background about his achievements and contributions – publications, conference organised, scientific contribution etc.), contribution to IASO and Bio-data, all this not exceeding 250 words and signed by him/her. This should also have a mention of IASO conferences attended in last 5 years. This should be signed and dated by the candidate. This information will be put forward to the members before the voting. (Approved GBM Ludhiana 22 Sept 2007)

f. Invalid Nomination – If the nomination is found invalid the candidate will be informed about the same and the reason for invalidity mentioned. (Approved GBM Ludhiana 22 Sept 2007)

g. Withdrawal of Nomination - The candidates can withdraw their nominations till the executive meeting or 5.00PM on first day of NATCON IASO. (Approved GBM Ludhiana 22 Sept 2007)

h. The nominations that are received in time will be scrutinized by President elect. The President elect will be the returning officer. (Approved GBM Hyderabad 20 Sept 2008)
i. **Voting** – The voting will be by a secret ballot every year during the NATCON IASO in a special session ‘Elections IASO’ before the Annual General Body Meeting.  
   *Approved GBM Ludhiana 22 Sept 2007*
   i. Each member will have to sign the register before voting and receiving the ballot paper. If /when membership cards are available it should be presented for inspection before voting.  
   ii. The President IASO, President Elect and Vice President, Secretary will guide the election process and the counting will be done under their supervision.  
   Election officer to be the President or President elect.

j. A nominee of the candidate / candidate himself or herself will be present during the counting of ballots. *Approved GBM Ludhiana 22 Sept 2007*

k. Results will be declared during the GBM. *Approved GBM Ludhiana 22 Sept 2007*

l. If there is no contest the President shall declare the member elected for the post in GBM. *Approved GBM Ludhiana 22 Sept 2007*

m. If no nomination is received, it is on the President and President elect to nominate one person for that post. *Approved GBM Ludhiana 22 Sept 2007*

n. **Eligibility for elections**–
   i. **Vice President** – A full member of IASO who has completed 10 years as full life member (up to 31st March of the year of applying) and has served at least one term as an elected/nominated Executive member is eligible to contest for the post of Vice President. *Approved GBM Varanasi 23 Sept 2006 and Approved GBM Hyderabad 20 Sept 2008*
   ii. **Secretary** – A Full life member of IASO who has completed 7 years (up to 31st March of the year of applying) as full life member and has served at least one term as an elected/nominated Executive member is eligible to contest for the post of Secretary. *Approved GBM Hyderabad 20 Sept 2008* *(nominated : approved gbm delhi 2013)*
   iii. **Treasurer** – A Full life member of IASO who has completed 7 years (up to 31st March of the year of applying) as full life member and has served at least one term as an elected/nominated Executive member is eligible to contest for the post of Treasurer. *(approved gbm delhi 2013)*
   iv. **Editorial Secretary** – A Full life member of IASO who has completed 7 years (up to 31st March of the year of applying) as full life member and has served at least one term as an elected/nominated Executive member is eligible to contest for the post of Editorial Secretary. *Approved GBM Hyderabad 20 Sept 2008*
   v. **Associate Editor** – A Full life member of IASO who has completed 5 years (up to 31st March of the year of applying) as full life member is eligible to contest for the post of Associate Editor. *Approved GBM Hyderabad 20 Sept 2008*
   vi. **Executive Committee Member** – Candidates who have put in a minimum 5 years full life membership of IASO till 31st March of the year of applying for the executive committee are eligible to election to Executive Committee. *Approved GBM Hyderabad 20 Sept 2008*

o. Cut off date for eligibility to vote for Full life Members who have been inducted as new members will now be 31st Dec of the previous year of election for voting right for current year. *Approved GBM Hyderabad 20 Sept 2008*

p. One executive should complete his term before taking over another assignment. *(Approved GBM Hyderabad 20 Sept 2008)*

10. **Complaint and grievance cell**- Immediate three past presidents will be members and the senior most past president will be the Chairman. In addition to election disputes the following complaints will also be addressed by the cell.
   a. Assignment of the category of membership
   b. Admission to membership
   c. Member to Member feud
d. The cell will conduct an inquiry and submit its observations and recommendations to the Executive committee for the final decision.

(Approved GBM Hyderabad 20 Sept 2008)

11. **Filling up of casual Vacancies**  
   a. In the event of the President post falling vacant due to unforeseen circumstances, the President elect will takeover as President for the residual term.
   b. In the event of the position of the Secretary falling vacant due to unforeseen circumstances executive committee will appoint some one from within the executive committee to the vacant post of Secretary for the residual term.
   c. In the event of the position of the Editorial Secretary falling vacant due to unforeseen circumstances the Associate Editor will take over as Editorial Secretary for the residual term.
   d. In the event of the position of the Executive Committee Member falling vacant due to unforeseen circumstances the President/ President Elect will nominate an eligible full life member from the same zone from which the vacancy, for the residual term.

(Approved GBM Hyderabad 20 Sept 2008)

12. **Power of Executive Committee:** Shall be same as that of the Governing Council of ASI.

13. The function and responsibility of different office bearers of IASO will be same as that of ASI. The Secretary will maintain and present the audited accounts each year at the annual conference.

14. **Meeting and Conference:**  
   a. IASO shall hold Annual General Body Meeting every during the Annual conference of IASO (NATCON IASO) and transact the business stated in bye-law 17(b). Other meetings, be it of Scientific, Social/Executive Committee/General Body in nature, may be held as per the requirements of IASO.
   b. IASO shall endeavor to organize Annual conference at least once every year and appoint an Organizing secretary for the conference in its Annual General Body Meeting. The dates of the conference will be third/ fourth weekend of September.
   c. IASO shall endeavor to organize mid-term conference once every year and appoint an Organizing secretary for the conference in its Annual General Body Meeting. The dates of the conference will be second weekend of April. This conference the target audiences will be the surgical oncology postgraduates (IASO general body, Lucknow 2011).

15. **Annual Report:** An annual report stating the activities of the year shall be prepared by the Secretary for Annual General Body Meeting, a copy of which is to be sent to headquarters of ASI.

16. **Accounts of the year:** Accounts of the year of IASO shall be prepared by Secretary and audited by an auditor appointed by General Body within six months of the closing of the year. This should be placed in the General Body Meeting and after adoption, a copy sent to Headquarters of ASI. Secretary IASO would close the account on 31st December and transfer the balance fund to the next secretary in January and send the audited report to the next secretary who will then file an income tax return for a particular financial year by the 30th July. In case of multiplicity account the operations will be transferred to the next secretary in executive committee meeting during ASICON (Approved GBM, NATCON 2011, Lucknow).

17. **Annual General Body Meeting:**  
   a. Annual General Body Meeting (AGM) shall be held once every year as stated in Bye-laws.
   b. The following business will be transacted in the AGM.
      i. Annual Report.
      ii. Audited accounts of the previous year.
      iii. Programme and budget of the next year.
      iv. Recipients of various orations for the next year.
      v. The venue of Annual conference and appointment of Organizing Secretary.
      vi. Declaration of results of election of the office bearers and members of the executive committee.
vii. Any other business with the permission of the President. Topics of the symposia and their conveners, theme of CME, workshops and programme outline should not be discussed in the General Body Meeting.

18. Journal:
   a. IASO shall publish its own Newsletter and shall elect Editorial Secretary and associate editor for the same. The editorial secretary will be the sectional editor of the Indian Journal Surgery for the term. The expenditure for the publication of the newsletter will be raised by the editorial secretary and the associate editor and will be deposited in IASO accounts. In case of a shortfall the association will contribute to this expenditure which shall not exceed 40% for any given year. As this money is deposited in IASO accounts the payments shall be made by the secretary IASO, and this should reflect in the annual audited accounts. (IASO GBM, NATCON 2011, Lucknow).
   b. IASO shall publish in association with Springer India, its own journal the “Indian Journal of Surgical Oncology” (IJSO) (Approved GBM, NATCON Hyderabad 2008).
      i. The journal will have Dr. K. S. Gopinath as founder Editor-in-Chief, joint editors and associate (section) editors beside an editorial board and an advisory committee.
      ii. The term of the Editor-in-Chief, Joint editors and associate editors, mechanism of funding, and bye-laws will be as per schedule-II of the IASO bye laws (approved GBM NATCON 2011, Lucknow)

19. Income: Income of the IASO shall be derived from:
   a. Admission fees and subscription from members, life members and associate members.
   b. Excess of income over expenditure in Annual conference midterm conference and zonal CME’s will constitute income of IASO. Savings from the conference cannot be used to create fellowship, orations or institute award as it is the income of the association. (Lucknow 2011)
   c. Donations.

20. Investment: IASO shall have account with nationalized or reputed bank to be operated by persons authorized by General Body. The surplus fund after meeting statutory annual expenditure shall be invested in fixed deposits of such banks and approved securities or in any other manner to be decided in the General Body Meeting.

21. Utilization of Funds: IASO shall have account with nationalized or reputed bank and shall invest funds not required for its regular day to day activities in fixed deposits of such banks or approved securities as had been decided by the General Body Meeting. The accounts will be operated as per provisions of memorandum of ASI. The proceeds of income from various deposits and investments shall be strictly spent for specific purpose for which such fund/funds are created.

22. Representation: IASO shall be represented as per Memorandum of ASI.

23. Amendment of Bye-laws: Any of the bye-laws of IASO may be altered or rescinded to or new bye-laws may be made at General Body Meeting by majority vote. The amendment shall come into force after it is circulated to all members and provided objection to such amendment of IASO is not received from ASI and 50% of valid members of IASO within three months from the date of circulation. A copy of such amendment is to be sent to Headquarters of ASI.

24. Schedule: IASO secretariat shall maintain a schedule comprising the various orations, fellowship research grant or any other grant for scientific works with rules and regulations for these awards and management.

25. Orations, Fellowship, Awards, Symposia, Panel Discussions Guest Lectures etc. There will be a scientific committee consisting of President, President Elect, Immediate Past President, Vice President, Secretary, Immediate Past Secretary, Editorial Secretary and Organizing Secretary of NATCON. (Approved GBM Varanasi 23 Sept 2006)
   a. Radha Devi Oration will be delivered by the outgoing President at the annual meeting of IASO. Rs. 5000/- have been donated for the oration by the family of Dr.
S.P. Jain. The orator will get a plaque, certificate and a medal. The local hospitality to
the orator will be provided by the Organizing secretary of NATCON. (approved
GBM NATCON 2011, Lucknow)

b. Motibhai Oration will be delivered by an orator selected by the executive Scientific
committee, and endorsed by the GBM. The oration will be delivered at the Annual
meeting of IASO- NATCON. Rs. 50,000/- have been donated for the cause by Dr.
D.D. Patel and family. Only interest is to be used. 50% of interest is to be reinvested
to generate same amount of money even in the era of falling interest rates. Thus, only
50% of interest should be available in the year to award the orator a plaque, a
certificate and a medal. Local hospitality by the organizing secretary NATCON.
(Amendment approved GBM NATCON 2011, Lucknow)

c. Prof N C Misra Oration: Will be delivered preferably by an eminent foreign speaker
selected by a panel consisting of the President IASO, Secretary IASO and the
Organizing Secretary of the NATCON. In case of selection of eminent speaker from
India, consultation will be held with the nominee of “The Student of Dr. N.C. Misra”,
who have donated Rs. three lakhs as endowment. Only interest is to be used. 50% of
interest is to be reinvested to generate same amount of money even in the era of
falling interest rates. Thus, only 50% or less of interest should be available in a year
to award the orator a plaque, a certificate and a medal. Local hospitality by the
organizing secretary NATCON (Amendment approved GBM NATCON 2011,
Lucknow)

d. Dr. P.B. Desai – UICC IASO Silver Jubilee Oration in ASICON – Will be delivered
by national or international faculty. The orator shall receive a medallion, citation and
a certificate (Amendment approved GBM NATCON 2011, Lucknow).

e. Detroit Visiting Fellowship - A fellowship to visit Detroit will have local hospitality
included by the host institution, excluding the travel cost to and from USA. The
candidate should be less than 45 years of age (the cut off date is 31st of December of
the year of application), a full member of IASO for a minimum of two years.
Selection is based on CV and paper presentation during NATCON meeting. The
paper must be on the work done in India only. Selection panel includes Dr. KK
Maudar, President and Secretary of IASO. In case Dr. KK Maudar is not available
than a person nominated by him or in case nominee is not available, than President
elect will be a member of the panel. (Amendment approved GBM NATCON 2011,
Lucknow).

f. Baroda – GCRI IASO Travelling Minimal Invasive Surgery Fellowship The
fellowship will be called the Baroda – GCRI- IASO Travelling Minimal Invasive
Surgery Fellowship (MIS) at GEM Hospital, Coimbatore from 2008 (approved GBM
Ludhiana 22/09/2007). Rupees 75, 000 for the fellowship have been provided by Dr
R I Dave and Dr Kiran Kothari from GCRI, Ahemadabad. The funds from the Baroda
travelling fellowship will be combined with the funds from GCRI and the fellowship
will be thus named so. The selection for the fellowship will be done during the
NATCON IASO. The selection panel includes Dr RI Dave or Dr Kiran Kothari,
President and Secretary of IASO. In case Dr RI Dave or Dr Kiran Kothari are not
available then a person nominated by them or in case nominee is not available, than President
elect will be a member of the Panel.

For selection the eligibility is – the candidate should be less than 45 years of age (the
cut off date is 31st of December of the year of application. He should be a Full
member of IASO for a minimum of two years and attended two conferences of
NATCON IASO. Selection will be based on CV and paper presentation during
NATCON meeting. The paper must be on the work done in India only. The selected
candidate will get Rs 6000/- for the fellowship and his registration charges at
Coimbatore will be waived off by Dr Palanivelu (Amendment approved GBM
NATCON 2011, Lucknow).

g. Best paper presentation (Ten) will be awarded Rs. 5000/- towards registration, travel
and accommodation of the presenter to attend the NATCON. If the presenter is not a
member Rs. 5000/- will be deducted towards membership of the IASO. If the presenter is not eligible to become a life member, he will be enrolled as associate member and will be converted to full member on attaining eligibility to become full member (Amendment approved GBM NATCON 2011, Lucknow).

h. Best poster presentation (Fifteen) will be awarded Rs. 5000/- towards registration, travel and accommodation of the presenter to attend the NATCON. If the presenter is not a member Rs. 5000/- will be deducted towards membership of the IASO. If the presenter is not eligible to become a life member, he will be enrolled as associate member and will be converted to full member on attaining eligibility to become full member (Amendment approved GBM NATCON 2011, Lucknow).

i. WFSOS: The official representative of IASO in WFSOS will be immediate past president or his nominee. It will be the responsibility of President to generate $ 500 for yearly membership of WFSOS.

j. Dr. K. S. Panda – Dr. K S Gopinath Onco Quiz Award: During NATCON meeting winner will be awarded Rs. 5000 and runners up to Rs. 3000. Dr. K.S Panda & Dr. K S Gopinath donated Rs. 10,000 each towards the seed money for the Quiz award. They have donated further Rs 40, 000 each to the seed money. In case of prize being won by a person who is not a member, the award amount will be adjusted towards membership of the IASO. If the presenter is not eligible to become a life member, he will be enrolled as associate member and will be converted to full member on attaining eligibility to become full member Eligibility – all the delegates of NATCON(Amendment approved GBM NATCON 2011, Lucknow).

k. IASO Ludhiana Punjab Fellowship- The fellowship will be called the IASO Ludhiana Punjab Fellowship. The selected candidate will be given an amount of Rs. 30,000/-The fellowship was made possible due to a grant of Rs 500, 000/- from the Chief Minister of Punjab, Sri Prakash Singh Badal during NATCO IASO 2007 at Ludhiana. Eligibility and Selection Criteria -
  1. The candidate should be less than 45 years of age (as on 31st December of the year applying) and a citizen of India.
  2. He/she should be a life member of the IASO of at least 2 year standing, attended 2 NATCON IASO and presented a scientific paper. The work done should be of benefit to resident of Punjab residing in Punjab or outside Punjab in India.
  3. The fellowship will be for a period of 4-8 weeks. It can be availed for training in India or Abroad.
  4. The candidate must submit a project with name of Institution, Department and person with whom he wishes to avail the fellowship.
  5. After completion of the fellowship he will have to submit a letter of completion of fellowship from the institution, submit a report to the Secretary IASO for publication in the newsletter and make a presentation in the next IASO meeting.
  6. The committee for selection will comprise of the following members (1) President IASO, (2) Secretary IASO, (3) President Elect IASO and (4) Dr. Satish Jain from Oswal Cancer Hospital and Research Centre, Ludhiana.
  7. The selection will be done on basis of Curriculum Vitae, Publication, Interview, Project submitted.
  8. The application for the fellowship will be invited by advertisement in the Newsletter of IASO.

l. Free Papers and Posters: All the short papers / posters should be sent to Secretary IASO who will send them after finalizing to the Organising secretary. The abstracts of the presentation will be published in the IJSO as supplement or in regular issue (Amendment approved GBM NATCON 2011, Lucknow).
m. For symposia, Panel discussion during NATCON IASO and Sectional Programme IASO during ASICON topics will not be called from the floor (GBM 23/9/06, Varanasi)...
The interested member should submit to the Secretary IASO his request with the title, a brief write up about the symposium / panel discussion, suggested speakers and why he feels that the topic is important. The last date for this will be 30 August of the year preceding the conference for which the symposium are being considered. They would be decided finally by the scientific committee.
(Approved GBM Ludhiana 22 Sept 2007)

n. **IASO-BASO-Hyderabad Fellowship**: The fellowship will be called the IASO-BASO-Hyderabad fellowship. The fellowship has been made possible due to a grant of Rs. 5,00,000 by the organizing committee of IASO NATCON 2008, held at Hyderabad. The fellowship will consist of Rs. 30,000/- and the attachment will be provided by the BASO with living allowances. All other expenses will be met by the selected candidate. The duration of the fellowship is variable and will depend on the candidate and the centre where the fellowship is availed. Irrespective of the duration of fellowship the award will remain the same. Eligibility criteria: The candidate should be less than 45 years of age (the cutoff date is 31st of December of the year of application), and a full member of IASO for a minimum of two years. Students pursuing the MCh or DipNB (Surgical Oncology) and full member of IASO will also be eligible to apply for this fellowship, however, in their case the application should be forwarded by their institute with a no objection certificate that the candidate will be permitted to avail the fellowship if selected. If not a student, the candidate should have attended at least two previous NATCON to be eligible for the award. Selection is based on CV, paper presentation during NATCON meeting and an interview. The paper must be on the work done in India only. Selection panel includes President and Secretary of IASO, representative of BASO and representative of Organizing committee of IASO NATCON 2008. In case representative of Organizing committee of IASO NATCON 2008 is not available than President elect will be member of the panel (approved GBM NATCON 2011, Lucknow)

o. **SSO IASO International Career Development Programme Initiative**

The Indian association of Surgical oncology and Society of Surgical Oncology USA announces a new fellowship

Criteria

1. The successful recipient should be 40 years old or under and should be a member of the Indian Association of Surgical Oncology.

2. As a part of the selection process, the selected recipient will provide the IASO/SSO with an outline of what procedures/specialties/institutions they would like to experience during their visit; this will enable the SSO to focus the list of potential institutions that can accommodate the candidate’s needs.

3. The IASO will select the recipient of the award from among qualified applicants. In the award paper sections.

4. The SSO will provide a stipend of $8,000 to the successful candidate to cover international airfare, lodging and airfare within the US for the duration of the exchange. The SSO will also provide a complimentary registration to SSO annual meeting.
5. SSO will act as an intermediary when deciding potential institutions to be visited and will provide the candidate with a short-list of viable sites from which to choose.

6. The award recipient should choose 1-3 institutions to visit during their exchange; the number of institutions offered will largely be determined by the specialty/procedure the successful candidate has identified and the availability of the host institution(s).

7. Regarding the period of the program, the SSO, the program will be up to 2 weeks, with no more than 1 week spent at any single institution.

8. The award recipient will participate in SSO annual meeting, as an attendee. He/she will not be expected to make any clinical presentation.

9. The award recipient will be assigned a mentor at SSO annual meeting to help them navigate the conference.

10. During the course of the conference, a small social gathering will be arranged to introduce the award recipient to pre-eminent surgeons from the institutions which s/he has chosen to visit, along with members of the SSO leadership.

11. Within 30 days of the visit, the SSO would expect to receive a report on the successful award recipient’s activities and experiences, both good and bad, explaining their goals before the visit and what they have accomplished.

12. To coordinate this exchange, the award recipient should be identified by the IASO at the annual NATCON.

Guidelines of invitation for NATCON -

26. 

a. Organizing secretary or his representative must be present in AGM to present his proposal.

b. Rs. 500 per delegate or 10% of registration money (whichever is higher) must be deposited in IASO account for NATCON. 10% of the minimum contribution including the registration fee in foreign currency taken in Indian equivalence be given to IASO account. Besides this minimum of 75% of the savings should be given to IASO.Rs. 100 per delegate or 10% of registration money (whichever is higher) must be deposited in IASO account for mid-term conference. Besides this minimum of 50% of the savings should be donated to IASO (Amendment approved GBM NATCON 2011, Lucknow). Contribution by NATCONS to IASO-Rs 1000 for every registered delegate to be paid by the NATCON to IASO wef 2014 (amendment approved GBM ICC2013 Delhi)

c. The audited accounts of NATCON and midterm conference be submitted to the IASO secretary within 6 months of completion of the conference. They will be published in the newsletter and circulated to the members (Amendment approved GBM NATCON 2011, Lucknow).
d. It has been decided that on request, a loan of Rs. 25000 may be given to the organizing secretary of NATCON as seed money to start preparation, repayable within 6 months of the conference.

e. The accounts for the IASO NATCON and mid-term conference will be opened only with IASO PAN no that will be provided by the secretary, IASO. The audited accounts will be incorporated in the annual accounts of the IASO for the year. The organizing secretary of NATCON and mid-term conference shall sign an MOU with the IASO. The MOU shall be added as an annexure to the bye-laws (Amendment approved GBM NATCON 2011, Lucknow)

27. Use of IASO banner in CME programs, Workshops & Conferences – It was decided that in CME where delegation fee was charged, a token amount of Rs. 5000 or Rs. 50 per delegate for one day event and Rs. 75 for two days event which ever was more must be deposited to use IASO banner. Use of IASO Banner for academic activities of private institutes.-Same to be done on a payment of Rs Two and one Lakhs , by institutes in metros and non metros, respectively ,with three local IASO members to be made members of the Organizing Committee of the even. (amendment approved GBM ICC2013 delhi)

28. Educational and research fund: This fund will be created to cater various needs of the organization including and not limited to payment towards travel, hospitality of speakers/office bearer in cases where they may not be able to pay, contribution towards the newsletter, website update, free paper and poster awards and other matters that may arise from time to time. The fund can be utilized with the approval from the panel consisting of President, President elect, Vice president and Secretary, IASO (Amendment approved GBM NATCON 2011, Lucknow).

Schedule –II

Indian Journal of Surgical Oncology [ISSN: 0975-7651 (print version); ISSN: 0976-6952 (electronic version)] is the official journal of Indian Society of Surgical Oncology, Registered in Varanasi bearing the registration number 627, Published currently by Springer.

The bye laws of Indian Journal of Surgical Oncology are adopted at General body meeting of the Indian Association of Surgical oncology held on 17 September, 2011 as Schedule II of the bye laws of Indian Association of Surgical Oncology and amended from time to time.

These bye-laws supersede all existing bye laws of Indian Journal of Surgical Oncology

1. In these bye-laws unless there is anything repugnant in the subject or context
   a. IASO means Indian Association of Surgical Oncology
   b. ASI means Association of Surgeons of India
   c. IJSO means Indian Journal of Surgical Oncology.
   d. IASO bye-laws means bye-laws of Indian association of Surgical Oncology adopted in 1997 and amended from time to time thereafter
   e. Memorandum and Rules and Regulations mean “Memorandum of the Association and Rules and Regulations of the ASI” which came into force in 1985, and amended from time to time thereafter.

2. Name: The name of the Journal will be “Indian Journal of Surgical Oncology”- an official journal of Indian Association of Surgical Oncology

3. Address: The address of IJSO will be the place from where the editor-in-Chief works

4. Objectives: The IJSO is formed as per the guidelines set in the section 18 (b) of the bye-laws of IASO to fulfill the objectives of IASO as per section 4 of the IASO bye laws. Further to that it is to demonstrate the commitment of the IASO to further the practice of science and art of Surgical Oncology and to take the association beyond the geographical confines and to project it as a dedicated and committed association
at International level and to promote and showcase the basic and clinical research being carried out in the country.

5. Year: The year of the IJSO will be same as that of IASO, i.e. January to December

6. Management:
   a. IJSO will be managed by an Editorial board, consisting of the following office bearers, members and ex-officio members beside the President and Secretary of IASO, they will function in coordination with the executive committee of the IASO. Advisory committee members will not participate in the editorial board meeting however, they may be invited to deliberate on particular issues.
      i. Editor-in-Chief (Chairman)
      ii. Joint Editors (two)
      iii. Associate Editors (Section Editors) (five)
      iv. Editorial board (not exceeding 25 at any time)
      v. Advisory committee (not exceeding 25 at any time)
   b. All elected executive committee members (eight) along with president elect, vice president and editorial secretary will be invited member of the editorial board.
   c. The editorial board together with IASO executive committee will have the power to invite and appoint members to the editorial board and advisory board.
   d. Save and Except Editorial board member and advisory board member the tenure of all other office bearers will be of five years.
   e. The tenure of appointment of Editor-in-Chief, Joint editors and the associate editors will be of five years, to ensure that all editors do not relinquish office at the same time the initial term of Associate editors will be four years, Joint editors for 5 years and Editor-in-Chief for six years, there after the term of office will be for 5 years.
   f. The current editorial board is
      **Chairman / Editor:** Dr. K S Gopinath, Bangalore
      **Joint Editors**
      i. Dr.Chintamani, New Delhi
      ii. Dr. Raghu Ram P., Hyderabad

**Associate Editors**

 iii. Dr. K. Harish, Bangalore
 iv. Dr. Dhananjay Sharma, Jabalpur
 v. Dr. Sanjeev Mishra, Lucknow
 vi. Dr. Shakuntala Shah, Ahmedabad
 vii. Dr. D. Sarkar, Kolkata

**viii. Editorial Board Members**

 ix. Manoj Pandey, Varanasi
 x. Sandeep Kumar, Lucknow
 xi. Kiran Kothari, Ahmedabad
 xii. Anil D. Cruz, Mumbai
 xiii. M. Vijay Kumar, Bangalore
 xiv. Paul Sebastian, Trivandrum
 xv. Arnab Sen Gupta, Kolkata
 xvi. Hemanth Raj, Chennai
 xvii. Sanjay Kapoor, Lucknow
 xviii. Manmoy Ganguly, New Delhi

**Advisory Committee**
Election:

a. Election to the posts as notified by the secretary of IASO will be conducted in the Annual General body meeting of the IASO, in a special section IASO elections. The first election to the post of Associate editor will be in 2014, for Joint editors in 2015 and for the editor-in-Chief in 2016.

b. Nomination for Vacant posts will be called by the Secretary in March / April of the year of election. They will also be advertised in the Newsletter-December issue of the preceding year.

c. The last date for nomination being 30 August of the year of elections. The nominations are to be sent to the Secretary, IASO. If 30 August is a holiday the next working day will be the last date.

d. No member will contest for more than one post at the same time including the post of executive committee of IASO. Every eligible member shall be proposed and seconded by two full members of IASO. One member can propose or second only one candidate. There should be a signed no objection certificate and consent from the candidate with the nomination.

e. At the time of sending the nomination the candidate should send the following information – He should send a brief summary of his/her achievements (a brief background about his achievements and contributions – publications, conference organized, scientific contributions, National and International funding of the projects etc.), contribution to IASO and detailed Bio-data, all this not exceeding 250 words and signed by him/her. This should also have a mention of IASO conferences attended in last 5 years and a list of all publications till date. This should be signed and dated by the candidate. The summary of this information will be put forward to the members before the voting.

f. Candidates who have put in a minimum 10 years full life membership of IASO till 31st March of the year of applying for the editorial board member are eligible to election to Editor-in-Chief, Joint editor and associate editors.

g. Invalid Nomination – If the nomination is found invalid the candidate will be informed about the same and the reason for invalidity mentioned.

h. Withdrawal of Nomination – The candidates can withdraw their nominations till the executive meeting or 5.00PM on first day of NATCON IASO.

i. The nominations that are received in time will be scrutinized by President elect. The President elect will be the returning officer.

j. Voting – The voting will be by a secret ballot every year during the NATCON IASO in a special session ‘Elections IASO’ before the Annual General Body Meeting.

k. Each member will have to sign the register before voting and receiving the ballot paper. If /when membership cards are available it should be presented for inspection before voting.

l. The President IASO, President Elect and Vice President, Secretary will guide the election process and the counting will be done under their supervision. Election officer to be the President or President elect.
m. Results will be declared during the GBM
n. If there is no contest the President shall declare the member elected for the post in GBM
o. If no nomination is received, it is on the President and President elect to either nominate one person for that post in consultation with the Editor-in-Chief or let him continue for another year.
p. Eligibility for elections

1. Editor-in-Chief: A full member of IASO who has completed 10 years as full life member (up to 31st March of the year of applying) and has served at least one term as an elected Executive member and has at least 25 indexed publications to his credit is eligible to contest for the post of Editor-in-Chief. National and International funding of ad-hoc projects is desirable.

2. Joint Editors: A full member of IASO who has completed 8 years as full life member (up to 31st March of the year of applying) and has served at least one term as an elected Executive member and has at least 15 indexed publications to his credit is eligible to contest for the post of Joint Editor. National and International funding of ad-hoc projects is desirable.

3. Associate Editors: A full member of IASO who has completed 7 years as full life member (up to 31st March of the year of applying) and has served at least one term as an elected Executive member and has at least 10 indexed publications to his credit is eligible to contest for the post of Editor-in-Chief. National and International funding of ad-hoc projects is desirable.

4. Editorial board members/Advisory members: National or International faculty with outstanding achievement in the field of oncology to be nominated by the Editor-in-Chief after approval of the editorial board.

b. Eligibility for voting: Cutoff date for eligibility to vote for Full life Members who have been inducted as new members will now be 31st Dec of the previous year of election for voting right for current year, similar to that of IASO

c. One executive should complete his term before taking over another assignment

2. Filling up of casual Vacancies

a. In the event of the Editor-in-Chief post falling vacant due to unforeseen circumstances, the President will nominate one of the Joint editors as Editor-in-Chief for the residual term

b. In the event of the Joint Editor post falling vacant due to unforeseen circumstances, the Editor-in-Chief will nominate one of the Associate editors as Joint editor for the residual term

c. In the event of the Associate Editor post falling vacant due to unforeseen circumstances, the Editor-in-Chief will request the secretary, IASO for election to that post in next annual general body meeting of the IASO.

d. In the event of Editorial board or advisory board post falling vacant due to unforeseen circumstances, the editor-in-chief will invite a national or international faculty with outstanding contribution in consultation with the President and Secretary of IASO.

3. Duties and responsibility of Editorial board

a. Duties and responsibilities of Editor-in-Chief

i. Nominating, appointing and securing the services of the members of the editorial board other than those elected by the IASO in consultation with the President and the Secretary of IASO.
ii. Attracting appropriate submissions for the journal, the IASO will help the Editor-in-Chief to achieve this objective

iii. Dealing with all aspects of peer review process for all articles submitted to the journal, taking final decision about the acceptance and rejections of these articles

iv. Ensure that the journal maintains a high standard for the refereeing and acceptance of articles. He is to ensure that all articles are submitted through the submission system provided by the Springer

v. He has to ensure the periodicity of the journal is maintained and issues are published in time.

vi. Adhering to the standards of good editorial practice as defined in the code of conduct for medical editors by the committee on publication ethics (COPE) and World association of medical editors (WAME) and modified and changed from time to time

vii. He has to ensure the appropriateness of advertisements to be included in the journal. However, as per the ethical editing practices will not be directly involved with the financial aspect of the journal.

viii. He will work towards having the journal indexed in PubMed, PubMed Central, Medline and should thrive to get indexed in ISI and get an impact factor for the journal.

b. Duties and responsibility of Joint editors

i. The main duty and responsibility of the joint editors is to help the editor-in-chief achieve the objective of starting this journal

ii. They will help the editor-in-chief in dealing with all aspects of peer review process for all articles submitted to the journal. If called upon by the editor-in-Chief they may take a decision on acceptance and rejection of an article submitted to the journal.

iii. They along with editor-in-Chief will ensure that the journal maintains a high standard for the refereeing and acceptance of articles. They will also ensure that all articles are submitted through the submission system provided by the Springer

iv. They will ensure that the periodicity of the journal is maintained and the issues are not delayed.

v. Joint editors will work with editor-in-chief to get the journal indexed in PubMed, PubMed Central, Medline and Reuters ISI.

vi. Joint editors will adhere to the standards of good editorial practice as defined in the code of conduct for medical editors by the committee on publication ethics (COPE) and World association of medical editors (WAME) and modified and changed from time to time

c. Duties of the Associate editors

i. Associate editors will perform duties as assigned to them by the editor-in-chief and joint editors from time to time

ii. They will adhere to the standards of good editorial practice as defined in the code of conduct for medical editors by the committee on publication ethics (COPE) and World association of medical editors (WAME) and modified and changed from time to time

d. Duties of the members nominated to Editorial board

The members nominated to the editorial board will help and assist the Editor – in-Chief and the other joint and associate editors with evaluation of the manuscript, peer review and final editorial decision as called upon by the Editor-in-Chief, Joint or Associate editors from time to time.

e. Any editorial misconduct or an act unbecoming of an editor brought to the notice of the IASO executive committee would be discussed in the Editorial board meeting and if recommended will entail removal of the concerned editor or the board member.
f. All authorship dispute, author misconduct, duplicate publishing, salami slicing will be brought to the notice of the IASO executive committee beside the editorial board and should be dealt properly as per the recommendations of COPE and WAME in consultation with editorial board.

4. Annual Report: The editor-in-Chief or a joint editor assigned by the editor in chief will present the annual report to the executive committee and the general body of the IASO. The report will be published in the IASO newsletter and circulated. Beside the editor in chief will assign an associate editor with the job to send a quarterly report on the journals progress to the secretariat. This is to ensure that the secretariat is apprised of all matters related to the journal including the problems faced by the editors and can take remedial measures thereof.

5. Accounts of the year: Accounts of the year of IJSO shall be prepared by Editor-in-Chief and audited by an auditor appointed by Editorial board within six months of the closing of the year. The accounts shall be published in the IASO Newsletter circulated to the members and should be placed in the General Body Meeting of IASO and after adoption, a copy will be sent to Headquarters of ASI. A copy of the account book and the bank account statement will also be submitted to the secretariat for records.

The editor-in-Chief will ensure that the IASO TAN number ALDI00544F is used and all payments above rupees 10,000 should be made after proper deduction of income tax at source (TDS). He will ensure that this is regularly deposited in proper account at the income tax office at regular intervals before March 31 of any year.

- Meetings
  a. The meeting of the editorial board will be conducted at least thrice a year during the IASO NATCON, IASO mid-term and ASICON.
  b. The following business should be transacted in these meetings
     i. Six monthly report
     ii. Audited accounts
     iii. Program and budget for next year
     iv. Content of special issues if any
     v. Appointment of guest editors if any
     vi. Performance of the journal
     vii. Appointment of nominated editorial board members and advisory board members
     viii. Any other matter with the permission of chair

- Income: The income of the journal shall be derived from the advertisements or donations, the editorial board will be responsible for generating the capital needed for running the journal for that year. However, in light of the COPE guidelines on financial issues to be separated from editorial board, the journal’s financial responsibility can be transferred to the society gradually over next 5 years.

- Account: A multi-city account will be opened in a nationalized bank at the address where the Editor-in-Chief is stationed using the PAN number of IASO.

- Investment: IJSO shall have account with nationalized or reputed bank to be operated by Editor-in-Chief. The surplus fund after meeting statutory annual expenditure shall be invested in fixed deposits of such banks and approved securities or be handed over to IASO as to be decided in the General Body Meeting of IASO.

- Utilization of Funds: IJSO shall have account with nationalized or reputed bank and shall invest funds not required for its regular day to day activities in fixed deposits of such banks or approved securities as had been decided by the Editorial board Meeting and approved by executive committee of IASO. The accounts will be operated as per provisions of memorandum of ASI. The proceeds of income from various deposits and investments shall be strictly spent for specific purpose for which such fund/funds are created
• Representation: IASO shall be represented as per Memorandum of ASI and bye laws of IASO
• Ownership: The ownership of the journal title will rest with the IASO.

Amendment of Bye-laws: Any of the bye-laws of IJSO may be altered or rescinded to or new bye-laws may be made at General Body Meeting of IASO by majority vote. The amendment shall come into force after it is circulated to all members and provided objection to such amendment of IASO is not received from ASI and 50% of valid members of IASO within three months from the date of circulation. A copy of such amendment is to be sent to Headquarters of ASI.
Balance Sheet of 2015

INDIAN ASSOCIATION OF SURGICAL ONCOLOGY

Balance Sheet as on 31st Match, 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liabilities</th>
<th>Amount (Rs.)</th>
<th>Assets</th>
<th>Amount (Rs.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CORPUS FUND</td>
<td></td>
<td>CURRENT ASSETS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opening Balance</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cash in Hand</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As per Last Balance Sheet</td>
<td>4147605.54</td>
<td>CASH WITH BANKS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add: Excess of income over expenditure</td>
<td>453296.00</td>
<td>Bank of Baroda</td>
<td>1693097.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less: Income tax and TDS</td>
<td>4600901.54</td>
<td>Allahabad Bank – SB A/C</td>
<td>27065.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCRI-Baroda-ISO MIS Fellowship Fund</td>
<td>75000.00</td>
<td>Fixed Deposits</td>
<td>4017943.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONCO Quiz Contest Fund</td>
<td>80000.00</td>
<td>Tax Deducted at Source</td>
<td>18988.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IASO NATCON Ludhiana Travelling Fellowship Fund</td>
<td>500000.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATCON-2008</td>
<td>501192.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>5757093.54</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>5757093.54</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Income and Expenditure Account for the Year Ended 31st Match, 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expenditure</th>
<th>Amount (Rs.)</th>
<th>Income</th>
<th>Amount (Rs.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prizes, Awards and Fellowship</td>
<td>68000.00</td>
<td>Membership Fees/Contribution</td>
<td>202303.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank charges</td>
<td>337.00</td>
<td>Interest on FDR</td>
<td>244948.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretarial &amp; Miscellaneous Expenses</td>
<td>5400.00</td>
<td>Interest on Saving Bank A/c</td>
<td>1191.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excess of Income over Expenditure</td>
<td>453296.00</td>
<td>Other Income</td>
<td>78591.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>527033.00</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>527033.00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Important Upcoming Conferences

IASO NATCON 2016, Jodhpur

The 30th Annual National Conference of Indian Association of Surgical Oncology NATCON IASO 2016 is being held from 22nd to 25th September 2016 at Jodhpur. The theme of the conference is “Technology to Reality.”

The Scientific programme will comprise of a generous mix of orations, master videos, research presentations, satellite symposia, panel discussions, poster presentations among others. Renowned experts from all over the country and across the Globe from all disciplines of oncology will give their deliberations on topics of common interest in day to day practice and participation from the floor will be encouraged.

For more details, please visit www.natconiaso2016.in or write to natconiaso2016@gmail.com

Dr Virendra Rajpurohit
MS, FAIS, FIAGES, FICS (Surg Onco)
Consultant Surgical Oncologist
Organising Secretary ISOMCON 2015
Organising Secretary NATCON IASO 2016
+91 9829006570
Indian Cancer Congress 2017

The 2nd Indian Cancer Congress (ICC 2017) is scheduled to be held from 9th to 12th November 2017 (with pre-conference workshop held on 8th Nov 17). The theme for ICC 2017 is “Insight, Innovation, Integration”. The conference is being held at the Bangalore International Exhibition Centre, which is by far the largest conference venue in Bengaluru.

One of the unique features of ICC 2017 will be the release of the first publication on “Recent advances in Oncology” headed by Dr. Uday Kumar Maiya and Dr. A. Raghavan as the Editor in Chief.

The organizing committee expects that the 2nd Edition of ICC will attract more than 10,000 delegates and bring about a grand extravaganza of scientific feast. For online registrations & other information, please log on to www.indiancancercongress2017.com.

Prof. Ramesh S Bilimagga
Secretary General
2nd Indian Cancer Congress, Bengaluru
New Members of IASO (2015-16)

1. Abhishek Sharma, Bhopal
2. Amit Keshri, Bareilly
3. Anukriti Sood, Jaipur
4. Arulkumar Gnanaprakasam, Chennai
5. Ashish Sadana, New Delhi
6. Avidip De, Kolkata
7. Bharanidharan Thirunavukkarasu, Chennai
8. Bharath Murugan, Trivandrum
9. Bright R.S, Kanayakumari
10. Chandra Singh, Meerut
11. Deepak Damodaran, Kannur
12. Dhanabir Thangjam, Kolkata
13. Dinesh Sharma, Meerut
14. Faslu N.K, Malappuram
15. Ganesh Das, Guwahati
16. Gaurav Gattani, Kolkata
17. Gaurav Khandelwal, Indore
18. Gurumoorthy An, Madurai
19. Harish H, Davangere
20. Hitendra Patil, Mumbai
21. Jayesh Sharma, Raipur
22. Karthikeyan Ramasamy, Pondicherry
23. Keshri Amit, Bareilly
24. Ketankumar Suthar, Modasa
25. Khader Hussain, Chennai
26. Kirithiga Ramalingam, Pondicherry
27. Krutarth Thakar, Mumbai
28. Madhukar Thakre, Nagpur
29. Munish Mahajan, Hyderabad
30. Muttoju Rao, Secunderabad
31. Narayana Subramaniam, Bangalore
32. Nataraj R, Bangalore
33. Neville F, Neyveli
34. Nikhilesh Borkar, Mumbai
35. Noushif M, Malappuram
36. P. Muniasamy Palaniyandi, N, Madurai
37. Prafulla Baral, Bhubaneswar
38. Prasanna Srinivasa Rao H, Chennai
39. Pratapa Varma Penmetsa, Hyderabad
40. Praveen Ravishankaran, Chennai
41. Radhakrishna Ramchandani, Raipur
42. Rahul Bhamre, Dhule
43. Raj Mohan, Newdelhi
44. Rakesh Sharma, Hyderabad
45. Ramesh Sagar, Raichur, Karnataka
46. Rishim Agrawal, Budaun
47. Sai Yendamuri, Hyderabad
48. Sandeep Bhorival, Rewari
49. Santosh Ijeri, Bijapur
50. Saumya Singh, Lucknow
51. Shravan Shetty, Mumbai
52. Shubham Jain, New Delhi,
53. Soumen Das, Kolkata
54. Sudip Haldar, Kolkata
55. Sujit Chyau Patnaik, Hyderabad
56. Suman Kharkwal, Delhi
57. Syam Vikram, Kochi
58. Utkarsh Dr, Agra
59. Vikas Sharma, Bangalore
60. Vimalathithan Seeralan, Namakkal
61. Vipin Goel, Bidar
62. Virendra Gawli, Osmanabad
63. Vivek Malhotra, Lucknow
न्यूज डायरी
बीएचयू में आहार नाल कैसर के मरीज का सफल ऑपरेशन
बरसात में बढ़ते हुए आहार नाल कैसर के मरीज का सफल ऑपरेशन किया गया। काफी उम्रात और चकित थे बीएचयू के इस ऑपरेशन को निश्चित करने के उद्देश्य से कई स्वास्थ्य सेवाओं के जरिए वे ऑपरेशन की तैयारी करते थे। इस ऑपरेशन में दो पट्टे से अधिक का ज्ञान था। मरीज को आहार नाल के लिए टेंशन भी दिखाया गया। उन्हें एक वृद्धि में लूटे दें दे जाएगा। कैसर के निर्देशन की आवश्यकता थी। मरीज को आहार नाल के लिए तैयार होने की आवश्यकता थी। मरीज का आहार नाल निष्क्रिय रूप से सूक्ष्म हो गया। उन्हें उपकरण के साथ लेना जाना था। इस लक्ष्य के लिए उन्हें आहार नाल का ज्ञान था।

INVITATION
Department of Surgical Oncology, I.M.S., B.H.U.

Guest Lecture:
“Management of Cancer Esophagus: Current Status”
Venue: Hotel Clarion, Cantt., Varanasi
Date: 26.02.2016 (Friday)
Time: 07.00 PM (followed by dinner)

Esophageal Cancer Live Operative Workshop
Venue: Surgical Oncology O.T.,
Date: 27.02.2016 (Saturday)
Time: 08.00 AM-2.00 PM (working lunch)

On the occasion of the Centenary year of the B.H.U. & creation of 4 sub-divisions of Department of Surgical Oncology

Dr. Sanjay Sharma, Mumbai

All are welcome!
Maltika Tewari
FORM FOR MEMBERSHIP - IASO

Secretariat Address
Dr. T. Subramanyeshwar Rao M.S (Gen), M.Ch(Surgical Oncology), FMAS
Secretary, IASO
Medical Director & Chief Surgical Oncologist
Basavatarkam Indo American Cancer Hospital
Road no.14, Banjara Hills
Hyderabad .500034
Telangana, INDIA
Email: subramanyesh@gmail.com
Phone: +919848038716

Sir,
1. I wish to become a member of Indian Association of Surgical Oncology (IASO) (a section of ASI). I enclose Cheque/Draft No..........................dated........................for Rs..................../US $.......................drawn on...........
(all are requested to make net payments only)
2. Cheques & Drafts should be made in favor of Secretary, Indian Association of Surgical Oncology (IASO)
Enclosed details as per para 1 to 6.
3. Or I am an existing member of IASO. My address details have changed as para 1 to 4.
Signature of Applicant:.................................................Date of Application...........................................

DETAILS :
1. 1 First Name ………………..……1.2 Middle Name…………….……..1.3 Last Name…………………………
1.4 Date of Birth……………..………......…2.1 ASI Number……..………………Not applicable…………
2.2 IASO Number (to be filled by the office)………………………………………………………………………………….
3.1 Present address, including pin code:……………………………………………………………………………………….
3.2 Present Institution /Place of Work:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
3.3 Institutional address, Including pin code
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
3.4 Preferred mailing address:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
3.5 Permanent address, including pin code:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
4.1 Mobile :.................................4.2 Telephone (R) please write STD code
4.3 Telephone (W) :.................................4.4 Fax
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
4.5 Email:........................................4.6 Personal Website :
5.1 Percentage of Oncology Work:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
5.2 Research in Oncology
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
5.3 Educational Qualifications
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

........................................
5.4 MCI Number

5.5 Experience-details

5.6 Papers published and presented (List only the number of publications and presentations above)